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Abstract

The diasporic experiences of Japanese partners married to Australians and living in Australia are largely unexamined. This article is based on a study, conducted for an honours thesis, which invited four Japanese wives living in South East Queensland to describe, together with their Australian husbands, their family's interactions with Japan, its language and culture, and the local Japanese community. It was recognised that the extensive social networks these wives had established and maintained with local Japanese women from other Japanese-Australian intermarriage families were an important part of their migrant experience.

This article will firstly review the literature on contemporary Japanese-Australian intermarriage in Australia and Japanese lifestyle migration to Australia. It will then describe and examine the involvement and motivations of the four wives in their social networks. Entry into motherhood was found to be the impetus for developing and participating in informal, autonomous networks. Additionally, regular visits to Japan were focused on engagement with existing family and friendship networks. The contemporary experience of intermarriage for these women is decidedly transnational and fundamentally different from that of the war brides, or sensō hanayome.
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Introduction

Research into Japanese residents, migrants and families in Australia, as well as their local ethnic communities, has slowly accumulated over the last 20 years. The lives, histories, and contributions of Japanese have been examined by historical works and celebrated in various commemorative publications which have explored the relationship between
Australia and Japan. These studies have also been generated as part of celebrations of Queensland’s multiculturalism and diverse ethnic communities.

An early investigation of the Japanese community in Brisbane focused on the integration of Japanese residents into Australian society. Fieldwork that is more recent has thrown light on the emergence of deterritorialised urban ethnic communities developing around autonomous and non-organisational social networks. Similar observations have been made by other studies conducted in Sydney and Melbourne. While sojourning corporate families have been a feature of Japanese communities in Australia from the 1960s through to the mid-1990s, their proportion has dropped considerably due to an increase in other migrant types. Satō refers to them as ‘lifestyle migrants’, and Nagatomo draws upon this concept to understand Japanese migration to Australia as a form of transnational leisure. The diasporic experiences and identity negotiations of Japanese residents is another aspect which has been researched, albeit to a limited degree.

There remain few gendered perspectives on the migration of Japanese to Australia. One example is Nagata’s re-examination of prostitutes in the prewar Japanese diaspora. However, while postwar migrants have been predominantly female there has been an absence of rigorous discussion about gender and its role in their migration experiences. The scope of the original study upon which this article is based was not ambitious enough to correct this. However, the work has attempted to provide a starting point for a more thorough examination of gender in Japanese migration to Australia by identifying, in particular, the role of motherhood in the development of and participation in informal, autonomous networks with other Japanese mothers of similar migrant backgrounds.

This article will firstly review the literature on contemporary Japanese-Australian intermarriage in Australia and Japanese lifestyle migration to Australia. Next, the methodology of my original study will be outlined. Finally, the involvement and motivation of Japanese wives who have established and maintained extensive social
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networks with local Japanese from other Japanese-Australian intermarriage families in South East Queensland will be described and examined.

Contemporary Japanese-Australian Intermarriage in Australia

Researchers have used a variety of terms to refer to the marriage of people from different backgrounds, including cross-cultural marriage and interracial marriage.\(^{11}\) The translated form of the Japanese term *kokusai kekkon*, or ‘international marriage’, is also used.\(^{12}\) Each of these foregrounds one particular aspect of difference: culture, race, and nationality respectively. Penny and Khoo use intermarriage, explaining that its definition ‘depends on the perceptions about what is different within the society in which the marriage takes place’\(^{13}\) and may involve religion, birthplace, and socioeconomic status, in addition to the previous three. While considering such differences where they occur, their Australian study of migration and integration focuses on the intermarriage of individuals born and raised in Australia and their partners who were born and raised in other countries. My study followed this usage.

A typology of Japanese residents in Australia separates intermarriage couples into two generational groups.\(^{14}\) The first are the war brides of the 1950s who married Australian servicemen stationed in Japan during the Allied occupation after the Pacific War. The second are the contemporary marriages of mainly younger women in their 30s and 40s. This work is concerned with the second generational group and will not undertake a thorough comparative analysis. However, it is important to note briefly at this point that interviews with war brides have revealed that many experienced loneliness and alienation, with little opportunity to associate with other Japanese, speak Japanese or obtain Japanese foodstuffs. With many coming to regard Australia as their home and choosing to become citizens, yet still proudly maintaining their ethnic origins, Nagata describes them as having a hyphenated cultural identity: *Japanese-Australians*.\(^{15}\)

It is difficult to obtain a clear picture of contemporary Japanese-Australian intermarriage through official statistics. The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimates the population of Japan-born residents for 2007 at 45,613,\(^{16}\) however no detailed data which may indicate how many are married to Australian citizens appears to have
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been kept. The report of the then Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs entitled ‘The People of Australia’, contains the most useful and recent data available.17 Using figures from the 2001 Census, it shows that 6,232 people born in Australia responded that Japan was the birthplace of one or both of their parents. Of those, 620 had an Australian mother and Japanese father, and 1,955 had a Japanese mother with an Australian father. However, these figures do not account for couples who have no children, whose children were born overseas, or how many are still dependants of their parents.

Reflected in these figures is the gender imbalance of Japanese migrants to Australia. Both Australian and Japanese government figures agree that approximately 63% of Japanese migrants are women.18 This is attributed to the migration of Japanese women who have married Australian men.19 In Mizukami’s Melbourne study,20 the greatest proportion of female settlers (36.8%) responded that their main reason for migration was ‘to marry someone in Australia’, with almost half of all female settlers married to an Australian. In contrast, no male respondents gave marriage as their main reason for migration. In Nagatomo’s Brisbane fieldwork,21 eight of the 26 permanent residents were married to Australian citizens. Though he provides no breakdown of their gender, half of these eight couples married after the Japanese partner had embarked on a working holiday to Australia. Based on his explanation of factors that account for the high number of young Japanese women engaging in overseas tourism and working holidays to Australia, it is likely that the intermarriage couples in his work also reflect the contemporary gender imbalance.

Statistical analysis of Japanese residents in Australia may reveal their diverse demographic and socioeconomic characteristics but is limited in its capacity to portray this diversity.22 In the case of Japanese-Australian intermarriage, the lack of statistical data provides no conclusive insights, though it would appear there is a tendency for the wife to be the Japanese partner. It is here that qualitative studies can make a significant contribution.

Satō’s interview-based ethnographic work examines the everyday lives and value orientations of Japanese migrants to Australia.23 Based on interviews with over 200 long-term residents, she identifies their overseas residency as motivated by
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the pursuit of a better quality of life rather than a desire to escape from economic hardship. She refers to them as lifestyle migrants, a phenomenon which is discussed in the following section. In her chapter on ‘the bright side and dark side of cross-cultural marriage’, she refers to the gender imbalance and claims that the marriages of Japanese women and Australian men are ‘statistically...more likely to endure’ than those of Japanese men to Australian women.24 However, her book is unreferenced and the source of this information is not given. She believes that these patterns in Japanese-Australian intermarriage are suggestive of cultural attitudes to gender and gender roles which categorise Japanese wives in two ways: those eager to escape gender restrictions from a still largely patriarchal Japanese society, or traditional women who come for other reasons and find themselves attractive because of their old-fashioned attitudes. In her presentation of the varied experiences and reflections of her Japanese informants, including war brides, those of Japanese wives dominate. Aside from reflections on unhappy and failed relationships, other matters they spoke of included difficulties with English, longings for Japanese food and the hassle of travel to Japan. Some Japanese partners also spoke of ensuring their children grew up with a fundamental knowledge of Japanese and a positive image of Japan.

Owen’s study of interracial marriage in Australia includes anecdotes from Japanese-Australian couples.25 Two couples are featured in a chapter on interracial marriage in the 1950s, and another four are studied as a part of modern marriages of the 1990s. The stories of the two war brides are generally positive accounts of being welcomed by in-laws and accepted into Australian society, unlike those of alienation and hardship which appear in more comprehensive examinations of these women’s experiences.26 The contemporary group also includes couples in which the wife is Japanese. Matters of language, child bilingualism, and visits to Japan are mentioned among others, however only a small amount of space is dedicated to each couple and they are introduced with little background information.

Other works which investigate intermarriage in Australia make very few references to Japanese-Australian couples. In a paper by Luke and Luke on their three-year study of interracial Australian families, the language maintenance activities of a Japanese mother are briefly mentioned.27 These activities include using Japanese with her son at home, having him attend supplementary schooling on Saturdays, and sending him to Japan to study for six months. Penny and Khoo’s comprehensive study of intermarriage in Australia combines a statistical overview with case studies
that describe the context and experiences of Australians and their partners from the United States, the Netherlands, Italy, Lebanon, Indonesia, China and Singapore. Japanese-Australian intermarriage is not discussed in the overview and data related to Japan-born spouses are included in only a portion of the supporting tables and graphs.

The omission of contemporary Japanese-Australian couples in discussions of intermarriage in Australia reflects the larger absence of Japan and the Japanese in works which examine Asians in Australia. This may be attributable to the comparatively small Japanese presence in Australia, and that the Japanese ethnic community has never established itself to the extent of other communities. Statistical data is unable to provide a basic characterisation of Japanese-Australian couples, though it appears certain that the wife in these unions tends to be Japanese. From the limited qualitative work that exists, matters of language, both of the Japanese partner’s English ability and the transmission of Japanese to their children, and travel to Japan were touched upon by informants.

Japanese Lifestyle Migration to Australia

Understanding the phenomenon of Japanese lifestyle migration to Australia can provide insight into contemporary Japanese-Australian intermarriage. Satō uses the term lifestyle migrant in her description of long-term Japanese residents who have come to Australia since the 1970s. The fundamental characteristic of this migrant type is the primary importance of lifestyle factors in their decision to migrate, as opposed to the pursuit of improved economic conditions and employment opportunities. Japanese lifestyle migrants often belong to one of three broad categories: senior citizens, women, or individuals with special skills. Satō differentiates these from corporate sojourners and their families who live in comfortable circumstances with the financial backing of their company. However, like corporate sojourners who leave Japan knowing they will return once their posting is finished, lifestyle migrants also appear to have the same intention. She observes that they hesitate to commit to settlement in Australia and ‘are essentially long-term sojourners who happen to be in Australia and want to enjoy the amenities and comfort that this affords for a considerable period of their life’.
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The importance of lifestyle factors for Japanese migration to Australia have been similarly referred to by other researchers, and the phenomenon of Japanese lifestyle migration has also informed recent work on Australia’s Japanese communities. Nagatomo further develops Satō’s characterisation of lifestyle migrants, identifying three key factors: (a) They are less motivated by economic concerns than other Asian migrants; (b) many do not migrate permanently, except for those with Australian partners; and (c) they often retain Japanese citizenship, return regularly to visit Japan and maintain ties with their home community in Japan. While the first factor remains common with Satō, slight differences are apparent in the second and third factors.

In his second factor, Nagatomo allows for the likelihood that Japanese married to Australians will remain permanently. On the other hand, Satō categorises women who are married to Australian men as circumstantial migrants. Circumstantial migrants ‘have come by force of circumstance’ and include children born in Japan but raised and educated in Australia following their parents’ migration, as well as middle-aged women who accompany adult children who have migrated. It is difficult to reconcile circumstantial migrants within the lifestyle migration phenomena. In the case of intermarriage, marriage is understood to account for their migration and is unrelated to dissatisfaction with their quality of life in Japan. In other words, they are here because they married an Australian. However, while this may have resulted in the long-term settlement of many Japanese women in Australia, their motivations and decisions prior to this must also be considered. Previously, such women were often tourists, students, or working holidaymakers with akogare for foreign, particularly Western, experiences and lifestyles. Marriage may be the discrete event which draws attention, but is one part of a dynamic and ongoing migration process. Accordingly, Japanese who marry Australians and settle in Australia hold an ambiguous place within the lifestyle migration phenomenon.

In regards to the third factor, it is estimated that only one in five Japan-born residents are naturalised citizens, while the overall rate of Australian citizenship among overseas born residents is approximately 75%. This tendency to retain Japanese citizenship has been discussed by a number of researchers. Their explanations draw upon a variety of factors including mental and psychological attachment to Japan, minimal differences between citizenship rights and permanent residency, no dual
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citizenship arrangements, and practical reasons for retaining the privileges of Japanese citizenship. Satô does not mention regular return visits or the maintenance of social networks in Japan, though the former are often raised in discussions of the language and cultural maintenance activities of Japanese families in Australia.\textsuperscript{38}

Japanese lifestyle migration remains undertheorised and has yet to pay explicit attention to the role of gender in migration. Nevertheless, the characteristics of Japanese lifestyle migrants to Australia outlined above provide useful starting points for this investigation of the diasporic experiences of Japanese wives in Japanese-Australian intermarriage families. It is anticipated that similar tendencies in social networks and return visits to Japan will exist.

\textbf{Methodology}

This study employs a qualitative research methodology, suitable for undertaking flexible research which can account for subjective realities.\textsuperscript{39} Ethical clearance to conduct the project was applied for and granted in accordance with the guidelines of the ethical review process of the University of Queensland.

Four participant couples who satisfied the following criteria were recruited for this study: (a) Married couples comprised of a Japanese wife and Australian husband who were both born and raised as citizens in their respective countries of origin; (b) parents with at least one child currently undertaking compulsory education; (c) current residents of South East Queensland. These criteria reflect the dominant pattern of gender imbalance, assumed tendency for parents of school-aged children to have made a long-term commitment to settlement in their current location, and the need to conduct face-to-face interviews with participants in a timely and cost-effective manner. Fortunately, South East Queensland is a common destination for both Japanese tourists and migrants, and the gender imbalance of this region’s Japanese residents is an accurate reflection of national figures.\textsuperscript{40}

Personal and professional acquaintances were approached for assistance in locating suitable couples, in a form of snowball sampling.\textsuperscript{41} Unsurprisingly, this sampling method resulted in the involvement of participant couples who knew each other through their local Japanese social networks. However, the important role
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of these networks in the wives’ diasporic experiences only became apparent while conducting the interviews.

Each couple were provided an information sheet and short questionnaire in both English and Japanese. The questionnaires, based on those developed by other researchers\(^\text{42}\), solicited demographic and background information on the family. In-depth interviews\(^\text{43}\) of approximately one hour in duration were conducted with each couple in their own home and audio recorded. As I am fluent in both English and Japanese, participants were assured that they could freely express themselves in either language, though English was the main, common language used by all participants.

Wives and husbands were interviewed together to increase the number of data sources for each family. The wives’ observations and opinions of themselves and their family were enriched, clarified, and sometimes challenged by their husbands. It was understood that this arrangement could limit the wives’ participation, however the instances of disagreement and tension during the interviews suggest both partners felt sufficiently comfortable to express themselves and raise differences of opinion.

The technical and interpretational issues of transcription were taken into consideration.\(^\text{44}\) My transcriptions of the interviews were in full and largely verbatim, leaving grammatical mistakes such as confused word order and incorrect use of tense unedited. Analysis was conducted using an eclectic, \textit{bricolage} approach commonly employed to interview data.\(^\text{45}\) Patterns and themes emerging from the data which resonated with the characterisations of Japanese-Australian intermarriage and Japanese lifestyle migration were identified and explored further.

Due to space constraints, a detailed profile of each participant couple is not included here. Instead, a summary of basic demographic information is provided in the table below. Participants’ names are replaced with pseudonyms.
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Table 1: Participant wives and their families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Family A</th>
<th>Family K</th>
<th>Family S</th>
<th>Family T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wife</td>
<td>Ai (36)</td>
<td>Kasumi (45)</td>
<td>Sayuri (46)</td>
<td>Tomomi (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Part-time Call Centre Operator</td>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>Secretary of Family’s Business</td>
<td>Homemaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visa</td>
<td>Permanent Resident</td>
<td>Permanent Resident</td>
<td>Permanent Resident</td>
<td>Permanent Resident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCB Membership</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Groups</td>
<td>Mamas group</td>
<td>Playgroup and private kindy</td>
<td>Playgroup and JLSSQ</td>
<td>Playgroup, private kindy, and JLSSQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visits to Japan</td>
<td>4 weeks every year</td>
<td>2 weeks every 2-3 years</td>
<td>4 weeks every year</td>
<td>2 weeks every 2-3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>Andrew (38)</td>
<td>Kevin (61)</td>
<td>Sam (49)</td>
<td>Tim (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Aaron (5)</td>
<td>Kacie (7)</td>
<td>Sarah (10)</td>
<td>Todd (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scott (7)</td>
<td>Teresa (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Local Relationships: Networks with the Japanese Community

The Japanese lifestyle migrant community in Australia involves social networks that are deterritorialised, autonomous, and non-organisational.46 The extensive networks and regular interactions between the four wives and local Japanese reflect this. In general, the birth and raising of children prompted them to search for and develop supportive social networks. These networks were based around informal mothers groups and semi-formal playgroups whose participants were almost exclusively other Japanese women married to Australian men with children of similar age. Although the wives
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explained that the purpose of attending these groups was to provide their children with an opportunity to play together and speak Japanese, their husbands pointed out that the groups also served as support groups for mothers. Here, a combination of instrumental and personal motivations is evident.

Three couples spoke of attending activities held by official Japanese organisations for local intermarriage couples in the early stages of their married life. However, they discontinued their involvement before forming any close friendships. The reasons given for this were the small size of the groups and disinterest in the type of activities. Another possible explanation may be the somewhat contrived nature of these gatherings, the common thread being participants’ intermarriage instead of a shared interest or activity. This interpretation is supported by the circumstances under which the wives, as mothers, came to form close relationships with other local Japanese.

Motherhood was the catalyst for the establishment of important and lasting social networks. Kasumi’s recollection on her first year in Brisbane before moving to the Brisbane Valley illustrates this point:

Kasumi: First ... year, I haven’t seen any Japanese even if I live in [inner city Brisbane] .... I haven’t seen any Japanese from October to July. And I don’t know anyone, any Japanese during that time. Then I met one in Cannon Hill ... she has similar age group daughter. Then we start talking about maybe we’re going to find playgroup. Then we start to search playgroup together .... Then I start meeting all the Japanese after that, after went to playgroup.

The period following her arrival appears similar to many war brides who rarely encountered other Japanese. Yet she did not express any feelings of alienation or loneliness which are characteristic of war bride experiences. It is interesting that a chance meeting with another Japanese mother and her child coincided with a common goal to search for a playgroup. Arguably, had they not been mothers with children of similar age then the encounter may not have continued beyond a friendly greeting. This reflects the observation that lifestyle migrants in Brisbane’s local Japanese community participate deliberately and selectively in networks which fulfil particular needs at particular times, as opposed to engaging regularly and formally with established Japanese organisations.

47 Nagata, ‘Lost in Space’.
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Kasumi, Sayuri, and Tomomi attended the same Japanese playgroup, based at a church on Brisbane’s southside, from the time their children were two. The use of such facilities reflects the deterritorialised nature of the Japanese ethnic community and the autonomous networks of local Japanese, particularly lifestyle migrants. In this case, a place with no enduring connection to the Japanese community is appropriated by the playgroup and transformed into an exclusive Japanese space for a couple of hours each week. Sayuri’s husband provided an interesting overview of the playgroup and its role in their family:

Sam: All the mums with the bubs ... getting together on a Friday. I used to call it the ‘Playgroup Mafia’ or the ‘Playgroup Yakuza’, and that’s probably Sayuri’s biggest support network. And that’s probably where all our Japanese friends stem from .... So all the other mums in our social network all had kids around the same age and they would all meet on a Friday, and they’d all drink tea and complain about husbands. The kids all play and they would get together to go to a dinner and all the dads would get together and we’ve just been good friends ever since. The families go away together. We go camping together. All the kids went to the same Japanese primary school .... It’s the Japanese crew; you can see them in the photo [over there]. Sarah and Scott have had those friends since from when they can remember: the Japanese Crew. And we see them twice a week. The world will come to an end if we can’t have McDonald’s after Japanese school with the Crew. And all the mums get together and sit and drink coffee hours on end. I don’t know who likes it better: all the mums getting together or all the kids getting together.

The reasons for being involved in such playgroups are directly related to the benefits its participants derive from it. For the mothers, it is a time and place where they can comfortably associate with other Japanese women, of similar migrant and intermarriage experiences, in their first language. It is also an environment that supports the acquisition and maintenance of their children’s Japanese through interaction with other similar children. Here, social networks that gather and concentrate the wives’ cultural capital at an arranged time and place support the intergenerational transmission and reproduction of capital within the family.

As the children outgrew playgroup and started kindergarten or school, some continued on to the Japanese Language Supplementary School of Queensland (JLSSQ). Those who did brought with them their existing social networks, which now appear to
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have blended with those of other students and their families who come from other parts
of Brisbane. Kasumi’s daughter is one who has not continued on, choosing to pursue
weekend dance and drama lessons instead of studying Japanese on Saturday mornings.
She no longer meets regularly with any of her ‘Japanese’ friends, and her separation
from this social network is likely to have contributed to her sudden loss of Japanese
halfway through the first grade. Unfortunately, maintaining children’s language skills
is a losing battle for most intermarriage families in Australia. 51 Interestingly, Kasumi
herself still maintains her friendships with other mothers from the playgroup and
occasionally attends JLSSQ activities, such as its fundraising bazaar. This shows the
important and continuing role these social networks play as personal bonds, even once
initial motivations for doing so are no longer a priority.

Ai belongs to a separate group of about eight Japanese mothers who have
married Australian men and bought properties in the local housing estate. Some are
friends she has known from her time as a single working holidaymaker on the north
side of Brisbane. These wives do ‘mama nights, let the kids play together and barbecues’
and their husbands are also ‘forming links.’ While this sounds quite similar to Sam’s
overview of the playgroup above, Ai’s husband was not so positive. Instead, he was
critical that ‘there is absolutely not a single Aussie girl who is involved’:

Andrew: I think it causes division, without that being the purpose for what you’re
getting together for. Other groups outside will look at that and go, ‘Why?’
And it happens with most enclave type or clique type arrangements
where people look at it and go, ‘Why do you feel threatened by having
an Australian woman in the group?’ ... I know that it’s to make you feel
at home, but I think it’s important for Aaron’s development and all your
children’s development to have that integration, that display of an ability
to cross bridges.

To Ai, the reason why Australian women were not a part of her Japanese social
group was obvious: ‘We talk in Japanese all the time.’ She defended herself further,
explaining that she chatted with the ‘Australian mums’ of her son’s friends at school. In
response to Andrew’s suggestion that she could include those mothers in their mamas’
group, she made it clear that the exclusivity offered by this group, beginning with its
‘members’ and their native language, is especially important to her:

Ai: Because they probably don’t want to. Because it’s very Japanese. Because
between my friends I’ve never spoken English, so that’s really awkward

for me to have both languages in the group. It feels uncomfortable. If so, I’d probably go into an Australian group by myself, no bringing one Aussie into Japanese group.

Being a member of official organisations, such as the Japanese Club of Brisbane (JCB), and participating in the activities these offer has not played a significant role in any of the families social networks. Families S and T are members for the sole reason that it is a condition of their children’s entry into the JLSSQ. Any involvement in club activities was directly connected to the school, such as fund-raising bazaars, picnics, and culture days. This again reflects existing observations of network participation that fulfils particular needs at particular times\textsuperscript{52}. When asked whether they would be members if it were not a condition of enrolment in the JLSSQ, both families were unsure. Sayuri continued:

\textbf{Sayuri:} If they came like a new people, maybe I might join. But I lived in Australia for a long time, so I know quite a few Japanese people, so it's not so necessary to keep in contact. And maybe if I work in Japanese company perhaps I will join.

Interestingly, though the wives in this study have established and maintained small support groups for the personal and instrumental motivations discussed above, they are keen to limit their involvement with official organisations which operate to provide similar support networks and resources. This is an example of the autonomous operation of grassroots level networks within the Japanese ethnic community.\textsuperscript{53} Kasumi, who has never been a member, explained why she avoids organisational involvement:

\textbf{Kasumi:} I think it's too much complicated, the Japanese society in Brisbane. If [it's] friends it's alright, like playgroup friends. But it becomes like society; there are lots of very Japanese way to running all the club. Like lots of groups ... even the Japanese school. They have like group and [you] have to be joined to one group, otherwise ... [your] by 'self. Then in group have boss and [deciding] who is the boss. This sort of many Japanese things.

\textbf{Interviewer:} And you don't like that?

\textbf{Kasumi:} No. When I was in Japan I do ... freelance work all the time. Then I don't like company style in Japan. I want to do what I want to.

\textsuperscript{52} Nagatomo, ‘Datsu-ryōdoka sareta Komyuniti’.
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Dissatisfaction with facets of life in Japan and Japanese society is one reason attributed to the increase in Japanese lifestyle migrants to Australia, as well as young Japanese women embarking on working holidays. Yet the existence of grassroots level networks, and especially the playgroups and mamas’ groups of these four wives, indicate a strong interest in remaining connected with the Japanese community. Kasumi’s comments suggest that selective involvement with official organisations and a preference for autonomous networks may be attributable to a dislike of the hierarchical nature, formalities, and obligations of interpersonal relationships in Japanese society.

Remote Relationships: Trips to Japan

A characteristic of Japanese lifestyle migrants to Australia is their regular return trips to Japan. Such visits were common to the four families. Wives returned with their children for a period of two to four weeks over the Christmas and New Year holiday, either yearly or once every two to three years. Husbands did accompany them on such visits, though usually only half as often and for a shorter length of time. Work commitments were cited as keeping them from going and staying longer, though economic considerations appeared to play a factor as well.

The main reason for the wives’ regular trips to Japan was to see family and friends. Grandparents, in particular, were keen to see their young grandchildren, and in one case have been contributing financially to ensure they visit. Ai recalled that after the birth of her son she felt the need to be closer to her parents and has returned with Aaron every year. The ailing health of elderly parents among other wives provoked a sense of urgency; Tomomi spoke of wanting to see her mother ‘as much as I can because I don’t want to regret it later.’ This is an example of ‘the burden of guilt and regret of separation’ commonly experienced by intermarriage couples.

Other common reasons for their visits were based upon what they did not have access to and missed as a part of everyday life in Australia. The affordability and convenience of modern air travel allows for return visits to bond with the homeland, as well as stock up on tangible, consumable aspects of home. This is quite different to the experiences of war brides, many of who only returned to Japan several decades after migrating and relied on local contacts and sailors for limited access to items from home.
Tomomi enjoys reading and buys up on second hand books when she returns. In addition to forms of entertainment, ‘real’ Japanese food was another thing spoken of fondly. Intangibles were also important. For Ai, not knowing ‘what they think about, currently talk about’ was what she missed when away from Japan. Sayuri also spoke of loss:

Sayuri: You ... miss so many things in Australia. You miss food and you miss smell. People never understand when they don’t go overseas, they don’t know what this feeling is. It’s like something lost or something empty or something.

Accordingly, for the wives in this study a return visit is not considered a holiday. This was raised at the end of one interview, and clearly illustrates the ongoing presence of the homeland in their diasporic experiences:

Sam: I say we go overseas every year for a holiday, and Sayuri says ‘It is not a holiday; we are going home to see my family. A holiday is going to France or Italy or the north and south coast. This is home.’

Two families divided their time in Japan between seeing family and friends, and travelling within the country. Travel involved activities they would not normally do in Brisbane, such as skiing. Travel was a way to introduce husbands and children to Japan and its culture. Kasumi explained her family would plan new trips each time to show Kevin and Kacie different parts of the country. Kasumi’s mother would also join them and introduce aspects of traditional Japanese culture in her beloved Kyoto.

Families A and S spoke of how beneficial the yearly trips were to the maintenance and development of their children’s Japanese. Living in the wives’ parental homes and meeting with extended family provided a near exclusive Japanese language environment, particularly when fathers were absent. Just as their social networks do in Australia, these visits assist in the intergenerational transmission and reproduction of the wives’ cultural capital. Sayuri’s children attend the local elementary school for three weeks leading up to the New Years break. This provided the children with ‘a different experience’, particularly beneficial to language learning:

Sam: They’ve got little friends, a little circle of friends there they just click back into every year. And just to get the songs, the language, to learn the culture and play Pokémon. Scott is a Pokémon master with all the boys at lunchtime. But talking in Japanese about Japanese Pokémon; that’s the best way to learn.
For intermarriage couples with a migrant partner whose parents are still overseas, the maintenance of ties often requires a large commitment of the couple’s assets.\(^{58}\) Many of the families in this study were concerned about the cost of their trips to Japan. Returning had become increasingly expensive as children were born and grew older. The economic burden increased even more for wives whose hometown is outside of Japan’s major cities. For Tomomi and Tim, taking the train from Tokyo to the Tōhoku region means an additional $1000 in overall transport costs. For Ai and Andrew in particular, the cost of trips was a clear source of tension. She considered it reasonably affordable, however her husband abruptly disagreed:

**Interviewer:** So is it affordable?

**Ai:** These days [a discount airline] is really cheap.

**Andrew:** No.

**Ai:** But, I saved.

**Andrew:** Ai’s parents will pay most of the time. It’s very important for them to have their time with him, so they are quite prepared to pay. ‘Cause I jumped up and down at one stage saying we can’t afford to pay thousands of dollars once a year with what we’re coming into with the mortgage and so forth. So after that I think they started to pay.

**Ai:** I could use my own credit card here, but I also have Japanese card linked to Japanese bank which has savings. When I go back to Japan, my parents probably give me some pocket money and I will just save it. They are not particularly paying it for us; I’m just spending those savings on my Japanese credit card.

This is an interesting twist on the sending of remittances and financing of grandparents’ fares and extended stays in Australia by intermarriage families with an Asian partner, particularly ethnic Chinese.\(^ {59}\) Ai plays down the economic aspects of the visits and even ‘launders’ the money her parents provide for these through her personal savings. Nevertheless, her husband is uncomfortable with her parents paying:

**Ai:** Oh, I don’t really spend much, ‘cause we stay with parents’ house.

\(^{58}\) Penny and Khoo, op. cit., p. 208.

\(^{59}\) Penny and Khoo, op. cit., p. 208.
Andrew: Yes I know, but ... I don't want to have your parents paying for us. I don't think that that's appropriate. And we're adults, we're earning money, we should be able to pay and plan for our own holidays.

Ai: Yeah, we do, we do though.

To Ai who misses home, these visits are a necessity. On the other hand, to Andrew such ‘holidays’ are a luxury. Nevertheless, not all the wives feel this way. Kasumi's feelings towards Japan are different to those expressed above by Sayuri and Ai:

Kasumi: I don't mind going there, but maybe two weeks is enough for me. One week for catching up all the friends .... Then second week, maybe we just go somewhere in the country. So we'll be travelling. But just two weeks is enough I think for me. I want to go home. I'm missing here.

Similarly, not all families referred to the trips as a way of providing their children with an opportunity to develop their Japanese language skills. Tomomi and Tim spoke of their misgivings about the competitive Japanese education system. Tim was also hesitant to place his children in the local schools during trips like Family S did, believing that ‘trying to fit into a new class’ was a ‘disruption’ that ‘must depend a lot on personalities.’ His wife also alluded to other Japanese-Australian intermarriage families whose children had disliked the experience and refused to go.

Conclusion

The entry of these four Japanese wives into motherhood was found to be their impetus for forming important social networks with other local Japanese. These networks were based around informal and semi-formal playgroups whose participants were predominantly other Japanese women with children of similar age and married to Australian men. For the mothers, these groups provided a time and place to bond in their native language with other Japanese women of similar experiences. It also facilitated the transmission and reproduction of cultural capital, in particular the Japanese language, to their children. As children grew older and moved on to supplementary schooling or chose to engage in other activities, these networks continued to play an important role in the wives’ social lives. While enrolment in the JLSSQ required JCB membership, their associations with local Japanese were still based primarily upon friendships and participation in autonomous networks rather than official organisations.
Regular visits to Japan were common to all four wives and were focused on engagement with existing family and friendship networks. Though regarded as holidays by their husbands, for the wives these trips were important opportunities to return home and gain access to experiences and items they missed from everyday life in Australia. Two of the wives divided their time between social engagements and travel, one purpose of which was to introduce husbands and children to Japan and its culture. An important benefit of staying with Japanese relatives and attending local schools for those couples actively fostering their children’s bilingualism was the exposure of their children to an almost exclusively Japanese language environment. The economic burden of yearly travel was a noticeable source of tension in one interview and shows how travel to the migrant partner’s country may be perceived differently within an intermarried couple. In this case, a wife’s necessity to return ‘home’ is in conflict with her husband’s feeling that such ‘holidays’ are a luxury.

This study did not attempt a comparative analysis of different intermarriage cohorts, however it is clear that the diasporic experiences of the contemporary generation of Japanese women are fundamentally different from those of the war brides. Unlike the latter who often concealed their Japaneseness in an attempt to assimilate into a post-war White Australia, the former now retain and maintain their Japanese identity, utilising it to develop supportive networks, in a multicultural Australia. As a result of increasing globalisation and advances in technology, they have not faced the isolation and alienation from country, language, family, friends, news, food, and entertainment that those who came during the 1950s endured. The contemporary experience of intermarriage for these women and their families is decidedly transnational.

The small scale of this study and its limited focus present a variety of opportunities for further inquiries into the diasporic experiences of Japanese women in Japanese-Australian intermarriage families. In particular, the socioeconomic circumstances and employment of participants could be considered to determine how social networks may be affected by mothers’ need to work and reduced capacity to socialise. Comparative work with intermarriage families settled in Japan or Japanese families in Australia may reveal different patterns in social networks or engagement with educational institutions. Additionally, research into Japanese women who have separated from their Australian partners would add further dimensions to the understanding of migration as a dynamic and ongoing process.
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